Effects of salt sensitivity on neural cardiovascular regulation in essential hypertension.
Salt-sensitive hypertensive subjects, as defined by conventional categorical classification, exhibit alterations of autonomic cardiovascular control. The aim of our study was to explore whether, in hypertensive subjects, the degree of autonomic dysfunction and the level of salt sensitivity are correlated even when the latter is only mildly elevated and displays under-threshold values. Salt sensitivity of 34 essential hypertensive subjects was assessed on a continuous basis by the salt sensitivity index after low- and high-sodium diet. Beat-by-beat finger blood pressure was recorded after each diet period. Autonomic cardiovascular control was evaluated by spectral analysis of blood pressure and pulse interval and by assessment of spontaneous baroreflex sensitivity (sequence technique). Salt sensitivity and baroreflex sensitivity showed a negative relationship during low and high sodium intake, starting from low values of the salt sensitivity index. All spectral indexes of pulse interval, except the ratio between low- and high-frequency powers, were inversely related to salt sensitivity index after high sodium intake. In subjects with lower salt sensitivity, baroreflex sensitivity and pulse interval power in the high-frequency band were higher after high sodium intake than after low sodium intake. In contrast, subjects with a higher salt sensitivity index showed lower values of baroreflex sensitivity and pulse interval power in the high-frequency band, uninfluenced by salt intake. Our results provide the first demonstration of an impairment of parasympathetic cardiac control in parallel with the increase in the degree of salt sensitivity, also in subjects who were not ranked as salt-sensitive by the conventional categorical classification.